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ABSTRACT 
An observational study of tropical cyclone genesis was made by 
compositing western Pacific rawinsonde data with respect to both pre-
typhoon and non-developing cloud clusters. The size, intensity, and 
mean vertical motion of the disturbances which eventually evolved into 
typhoons were similar to the non-developing clusters which did not 
intensify. However. four primary physical differences between pre-
typhoon and non-developing clusters are found. 1) The low-level relative 
vorticity with the pre-typhoon clusters was about twice as large. 2) The 
non-developing clusters were cold-core in the 500-800 mb layers while 
the pre-typhoon clusters were slightly warm-core at these levels. 3) The 
ventilation (non-divergent flow through the cluster area) which advects 
heat energy away from the cluster was larger with the non-developing 
clusters in the warm-core layers (200-500 mb) and ventilation of moisture 
out of the non-developing clusters was significantly larger at lower 
tropospheric levels (500-900 mb). 4) The outflow in the upper tropo-
sphere was similar in magnitude but markedly more anticyclonic with the 
pre-typhoon clusters. 
Boundary layer (surface-900 mb) frictional convergence accounts for 
only a small fraction of the net mass convergence into the pre-typhoon 
cloud cluster which typically extends up to 300-400 mb. The percentage 
of boundary layer convergence to total convergence does, however, in-
crease as the intensification process proceeds. Other physical mechanisms 
such as cloud cluster minus surrounding radiational differences must 
likely be hypothesized to explain the cloud cluster's deep-layer inflow in 
its early stages of existence and intensification. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An average of eighty typhoons, hurricanes, and tropical storms 
are spawned annually over warm tropical oceans. Although these storms 
have been studied extensively in recent years, the formation or cyclo-
genesis is not well understood. It is well known that tropical cyclones 
o form only in very warm oceanic regions (sea surface temperature> 26.5 C), 
which are characterized by plentiful cumulonimbus convection (Palmen, 
1948). It is also now generally accepted that tropical storm genesis 
occurs in regions of relatively small vertical wind shear, (Gray, 1968, 
1975). 
In tropical regions, the most prevalent synoptic scale weather sys-
tems are cloud clusters. These systems have very weak surface pressure 
and wind patterns, propagate westward at 4_80 longitude per day, and 
have an average diameter of 3_80 latitude. They are easily identified 
from satellite pictures but are highly variable in size and shape. Cloud 
clusters are characterized by active cumulonimbus convection and exten-
sive cirrus cloud shields. Williams and Gray (1973) and Ruprecht and 
Gray (1976) have established the basic features of these systems by com-
positing numerous rawinsonde observations within the clusters. Chang 
(1970) and Wallace (1970) have depicted the conservative features and 
persistence of cloud clusters with the aid of time-longitude sections of 
satellite pictures. The period during which an individual cloud cluster 
can be identified is also highly variable, ranging from a few hours to 
several days. 
It has been observed that typhoons originate from cloud clusters 
which have a general appearance similar to the non-developing clusters. 
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These pre-typhoon cloud clusters are the main subject of this investiga-
tion. Figure I shows DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) 
satellite pictures of eight clusters of each type, those which developed 
into typhoons and those which did not intensify. All of the pre-typhoon 
clusters pictured were located in or near the equatorial trough (ITCZ) 
in the western Pacific and eventually developed into typhoons during 
1972. The non-developing clusters shown in Fig. 1 were observed in the 
same area of the western Pacific during August and September, 1972. Al-
though a careful analysis of many satellite pictures of each cluster 
type may reveal differences, a single cluster can not easily be identi-
fied as a pre-typhoon disturbance from a satellite picture. 
The genesis of hurricanes and typhoons has been observed to occur 
predominantly in two types of low-level flow regimes. Gray (1968) iden-
tified these genesis types as Type A, which is in direct association 
with the equatorial trough (ITCZ), and Type B in which the disturbance 
is completely embedded in easterly trade-wind flow. Type B generally 
refers to genesis poleward of about 15-180 latitude and comprises only 
about 15-20% of the global total of storms. However. numerous North 
Atlantic hurricanes originate from the Type B genesis. The Type A genesis 
generally occurs equatorward of about 15-180 latitude and includes ap-
proximately 80-85% of the global total of storms. Sadler (1967a) con-
curs with this. He observes that genesis is usually related to a trough 
or horizontal wind shear. This trough is typically observed in the lower 
levels for genesis in the ITCZ region and in the upper levels for em-
bedded genesis in the trade winds. 
This paper is an evaluation of typhoon genesis occurring in or near 
the equatorial trough (Type A). Individual typhoons which appeared to 
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Pre-typhoon Clusters 
Fig. 1. DMSP satellite pictures of pre-typhoon cloud clusters and 




Fig. 1. Continued. 
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originate as a disturbance embedded in trade-wind flow (Type B genesis) 
are not included. Also, disturbances which developed into tropical 
storms but did not reach typhoon intensity are not included. 
Previous studies of tropical cyclone formation have been based 
mostly on individual case studies and/or theoretical speculation from 
climatological or composited data sets (Dunn, 1940; Palmen, 1948; Riehl, 
1948, 1950, 1954; Alaka, 1962; Yanai, 1961a, 1964; Colon and Nightingale, 
1963; Sadler, 1967a, 1967b, 1974; Lopez, 1968; Fett, 1968; Gray, 1968, 
1975; Nitta and Yanai, 1969). Recent theoretical work on the dynamic 
aspects of the problem has been performed by Bates (1973), Lindzen (1974) 
and Shapiro (1975). 
This study investigates tropical cyclone genesis by comparing 
rawinsonde data composited with respect to pre-typhoon cloud clusters 
to data composites of non-developing cloud clusters. The differences 
revealed between the data composites of pre-typhoon clusters and non-
developing clusters should give some indication of the distinguishing 
physical processes which are important in the formation of these cyclones. 
The major physical changes which take place when a weak tropical 
disturbance intensifies into a typhoon or hurricane have been generally 
established by previous observation and research. These are upper and 
middle level tropospheric warming within the disturbance and formation 
of a closed vortex throughout a deep layer of the atmosphere. Several 
pre-typhoon cluster characteristics which induce or precede these major 
changes are described and discussed in this paper. 
2. DATA SAM~LE AND STRATIFICATIONS 
2.1 Data Sources 
A comparison of the basic physical features of pre-typhoon cloud 
clusters and non-developing cloud clusters was desired in order to in-
vestigate tropical cyclone genesis. Large numbers of rawinsonde ob-
servations were composited with respect to the lo~ations of non-developing 
cloud clusters in addition to the composites with respect to clusters 
which intensified and became typhoons. Rawinsonde data were available 
from the stations in Fig. 2 at OOZ (08-12 local time) and l2Z (20-00 
local time) for all data sets. The data were derived from four main 
sources: 
1) Pre-typhoon disturbances from the time these were first iden-
tifiable as cloud clusters to when they attained an intensity 
with maximum sustained surface winds of SO knots. The distur-
bances were located in the central and western North Pacific 
during the ten-year period of 1961-1970. Storms originating 
west of l2S
o
E longitude (i.e., the South China Sea) were not 
included. Several stratifications of data, representing in-
creasing stages of development were obtained from this data 
source. 
2) Non-developing cloud clusters with positions originally docu-
mented by Williams and Gray (1973) and Ruprecht and Gray (1976). 
Clusters in the central and western Pacific during the period 
1967-1968, were included. These were within the region from 
the equator to l80 N and from l2S
oE to l60oW. This data set 
is referred to as Stage O. 
3) Non-developing cloud clusters limited to locations in the western 
Pacific and to the months of June through September during 1967 
and 1968. These were within the region from the equator to lSoN 
and from 12SoE to 16SoE. This data set is referred to as Stage 
00. 
4) Tropical storm and typhoon data supplied by W. Frank (1976). 
This data set represents storms south of 300 N latitude in the 
western North Pacific during the ten-year period, 1961-1970. 
Stratifications by intensity were used according to the reported 
central sea-level pressures. 
These data sources allow a comparison of non-developing cloud 
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Fig. 2. Western Pacific radiosonde stations which supplied the data used in this study. Observations were 
taken at OOZ and 12Z which correspond to 08 LT - 12 LT and 20 LT - 00 LT respectively. Data from 
o 
many of the Japanese stations north of 25 N were not applicable to this study. 
....... 
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clusters and pre-typhoon cloud clusters. In addition, the pre-typhoon 
data can be combined with the tropical storm and typhoon data of W. 
Frank (1976). A complete step-by-step picture of the genesis and inten-
sification process over a wide range of intensities is thus obtained. 
2.2 Compositing Philosophy 
With a sparse data network such as shown in Fig. 2, it is obvious 
that at a given time period a reliable and accurate synoptic-scale 
analysis of meteorological data is not possible. However, if positions 
of many weather systems at numerous time periods are recorded, observa-
tions can be located according to their distance and direction from the 
center of the appropriate weather systems. This results in a network 
of very dense data, which when averaged according to an appropriate 
grid, allows an analysis of the mean fields of meteorological parameters 
with respect to the system. 
This procedure undoubtedly has a significant smoothing effect, 
especially with respect to pressure gradients, temperature gradients, 
and wind fields of individual cases. The variability of the weather 
system and uncertainty in positioning of individual systems determines 
the extent to which features are smoothed out. Nevertheless, if the 
characteristics of the individual cases are basically similar, then 
the relevant physical processes should be portrayed. The success 
of previous rawinsonde compositing studies (Williams and Gray, 1973; 
Ruprecht and Gray, 1976; George and Gray, 1976, 1977 and W. Frank 
1976) lends much confidence to this research methodology. 
In tropical regions, meso-scale and cumulus scale processes are 
relatively important and often locally dominate over the influences 
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of the relatively weak synoptic-scale disturbances. Therefore, a single 
rawinsonde observation may not be representative of synoptic-scale 
features. Averaging large quantities of data will tend to obliterate 
the meso-scale features, while the synoptic-scale features will persist. 
However, many characteristics of the meso-scale features, such as hor-
izontal eddy fluxes, can be preserved by proper handling of the data. 
The compositing technique is especially valuable when large data 
samples are available. These can be broken down or stratified according 
to intensity, location, or other characteristics. Comparisons will re-
veal basic similarities and differences. The studies by George and Gray 
(op. cit.) and W. Frank (op. cit:) have well verified the utility of this 
compositing approach for tropical cyclones in the western Pacific. 
2.3 Compositing Procedure 
Observations were composited according to their positions relative 
to the centers of tropical disturbances or cloud clusters. Rawinsonde 
data was positioned on the circular grid shown in Fig. 3. The grid 
was centered on the disturbance and oriented with Octant 1 toward the 
north. Whenever available rawinsonde soundings fell on the grid at a 
given time period for a given storm, each sounding was located relative 
to the storm center in cylindrical coordinates. All of the parameters 
to be composited, whether directly measured or computed from the directly 
measured parameters, were determined at the observation station locations 
at 19 vertical pressure levels. After all parameters were either 
measured or computed for each sounding, the value of each parameter was 
assigned to a point at the center of the grid space in which the sound-
ing fell. All soundings which fell in that grid space for the particular 
group of storms and time periods being analyzed were averaged. 
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Fig. 3. Grid used to composite rawinsonde data. The grid consists of 
eight octants and eight radial bands, so that observations 
were averaged in each grid area resulting in an 8 x 8 array of 
values. The grid was centered on the disturbance. Octant 1 
was oriented to the north (1 degree latitude/longitude = 111 km). 
Data was composited at the surface and at the following pressure levels 
(in millibars): 1000, 950, 900, 850, 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 
200, 150, 100, 80, 70, 60, and 50. The parameters composited in each 
separate data stratification are listed in Table 1. 
Computations were made in both stationary and moving coordinate 
systems. In the stationary system the actual observed winds were 
composited. In the moving system the observed propagation vector 
of each disturbance was subtracted from each observed wind before 
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TABLE 1 




















East-west component of wind 
North-south component of wind 




= East-west component (moving coordinate system) 
Radial wind (moving coordinate system) 
Geopotential height of standard pressure levels 




Water vapor mixing ratio 
Virtual temperature 
Potential temperature 
= Virtual potential temperature 
Equivalent potential temperature 
Saturated equivalent potential temperature 
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averaging. The resulting winds are the observed winds relative to the 
moving disturbance. 
For all disturbances included in the sample, it was necessary to 
determine positions according to latitude and longitude at the observa-
tion times of OOZ and l2Z. This was done with the aid of satellite 
pictures when available and the individual storm analyses of the Joint 
Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) as published in the Annual Typh~on Reports 
(1961-1970). The direction and propagation speed of the dist~rbance at 
each observation time was also determined. 
The major source of error in this procedure was the uncertainty in 
positioning the disturbances. When compositing data around systems 
with tropical storm and typhoon intensities, this problem is "ninimal 
because of the frequent positioning by aircraft reconnaissance. With 
the non-developing cloud cluster data sources, all positioning was done 
with the aid of satellite pictures. Extrapolations were made from the 
daily satellite picture times to approximate time varying cluster 
positions. No information about the sea-level pressure or low-level 
wind patterns was available to aid in positioning, as was the case with 
the tropical storm and typhoon data. 
The positions of disturbances which eventually became typhoons were 
determined with the aid of aircraft reconnaissance and satellite pictures. 
However, daily satellite pictures were not available during the 1961-
1965 period, and the first position established by aircraft was often 
at the stage of an intensifying tropical depression. In these cases, 
positions were extrapolated backward in time for a day or two to estab-
lish the approximate location of the weaker cloud cluster. The an-
alyses in the Annual Typhoon Reports were often helpful in this regard. 
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Undoubtedly some positioning errors are present and degrade to 
some degree the quality of the composited data. However, the errors are 
probably random in distribution and the effects minimal except at small 
distances from the data composite center. It is believed that the un-
certainty in positioning did ~ot prevent the consistent large-scale 
features from being well portrayed. 
As an example of the distribution of rawinsonde observations with 
respect to the disturbance, Fig. 4 has been constructed. This figure 
shows the number of observations located and averaged within each grid 
area. This example is for the "Pre-typhoon" data set (explained in 
Section 2.5). 
In general, there are only about four observations within the entire 
150 radius grid for each time period. This clearly indicates that a 
quantitative analysis of these systems using conventional rawinsonde 
data must employ a compositing procedure. 
2.4 Balloon and Cluster Position Corrections 
Corrections in the relative positions of the balloon and cluster 
center are made. The relative positions of the cluster and the balloon 
change due to the motions of both during the balloon's ascent time were 
estimated and appropriate corrections are made. 
A constant balloon ascent rate of 5 m/sec is assumed, and the 
ascent time to each pressure level is estimated. A cluster speed vector 
is estimated for each cluster time period from the mean cluster direction 
+ and velocity reported -6 hours from balloon release time. The cluster's 
position is moved backward along its motion vector a distance equal to 
30 minutes travel to account for early balloon release time. This is 
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Fig. 4. Number of rawinsonde observations included in the grid areas 
for a particular data set. This example is for the "Pre-
typhoon" data (explained in Section 2.5). 
the estimated cluster position for the surface observations. The cluster 
is then moved along its cluster motion vector according to the assumed 
ascent time to each level. 
The balloon position is adjusted by using the mean ascent times 
and the observed winds at each level. As the balloon moves through a 
layer, the mean u and v wind components are estimated. The products 
of these winds and the ascent time give the balloon position correction 
for each level. 
15 
2.5 Stratification of Data With Respect to Disturbances Which Developed 
into Typhoons 
For each pre-typhoon disturbance, time periods were included from 
when the pre-typhoon cloud cluster was first identifiable until 
sustained surface winds attained 50 knots. Typically, this time period 
was about five days. The major objective in stratifying the data was 
to obtain a data set representing the pre-typhoon cloud cluster which 
excluded all time periods when well-defined intensification was occurring. 
This "Pre-typhoon" data set could then be compared with the non-developing 
cluster data sets to determine differences. 
The first aircraft observations of central sea-level pressure and 
maximum sustained winds for a particular pre-typhoon disturbance usually 
indicate about 1000 mb and 30 knots respectively. The data were strati-
fied into two groups by going back one day (two time periods) before 
this first aircraft observation. All time periods before this "first 
observation minus one day" point, were included in a data set named 
"Pre-typhoon". All time periods after this point were included in a 
data set named "Intensifying". In a few cases, when the first aircraft 
observation indicated a more intense system, the stratification would 
be made by going back l~ or 2 days. This stratification essentially 
divided the data into two approximately equal parts. The first half 
("Pre-typhoon") represents a pre-typhoon cloud cluster with appearance 
similar to the non-developing cloud clusters and little or no evidence 
of tropical cyclone characteristics. The second half ("Intensifying") 
represents an intensifying tropical depression. The disturbance is 
very weak at this latter stage, although it is organized and intensifying. 
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The possibility that the later pre-typhoon time periods might 
include some intensifying disturbances was considered. Thus, a data set 
was assembled which included only the first day and a half of the pre-
typhoon cluster's recognized existence. This data set was named "Initial". 
An additional data set arbitrarily named "Genesis" represents the 
transition period from "Pre-typhoon" to "Intensifying". Data from the 
last day of the "Pre-typhoon" period and the first day of the "Inten-
sifying" period comprised this data set. 
As a result of these stratifications, the entire data set was sub-
divided into four progressive stages in time. These were numbered: 
Stage 1, "Initial"; Stage 2, "Pre-typhoon"; Stage 3, "Genesis"; Stage 4, 
"Intensifying". These stages overlap in time and are depicted in Fig. 
5 for a typical case. Also shown in Fig. 5 are Stages 5 and 6. These 
were data sets supplied by W. Frank (1976) and were stratified according 
to observed central sea-level pressure. These were easily integrated to 
depict six stages of development with Stage 5 representing central 
pressures of 980-1000 mb and Stage 6, 9S0-980mb. In general, Stage 5 is 
indicative of "tropical storm" intensity. and Stage 6 represents "typhoon" 
intensity. 
The two data sets representing the non-developing cloud clusters 
have been described in Section 2.1. The general data set originating 
from the Ruprecht and Gray (1976) study is Stage O. The restricted 
data set, representing only summer season clusters in the western Pacific, 
is Stage 00. These are used as a basis of comparison with the pre-
typhoon cluster data sets represented by Stages 1 and 2. 
Table 2 summarizes the average geographical location and movement 
of the disturbances in each data set. Table 3 lists the sea-level 
17 
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Fig. 5. Typical example depicting the various st~ges of development 
during pre-typhoon and mature stages. This storm is Typhoon 
Kim occurring 31 May - 05 June, 1968. The radiosonde stations 
are indicated by solid squares. The top figure shows the 
cloud cluster shape of the disturbance as indicated by satel-
lite pictures. The maximum sustained surface winds (knots) 
and minimum sea-level pressures (mb) are given. The bottom 
figure shows the various stages defined in this study. Point 
A represents the time when the pre-typhoon cluster was first 
identifiable. Point B represents the first observation by 
aircraft reconnaissance. Point C is where the disturbance at-
tained sustained surface winds of 50 knots. 
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pressures and surface winds associated with the various data sets. The 
sizes of the data samples and the approximate time periods represented 
by the particular stages are given in Table 4. 
TABLE 2 
Bean Characteristics of Data Sets 
Direction (from which 
Latitude (oN) 
disturbance is moving) Speed of M~yement 
Data Set Longitude (degrees) (m sec ) 
I Non-developing 10.6 158.9 90.0 7.5 
(Stage 0) 
Non-developing 
(Stage 00) 10.9 148.7 94.1 7.4 
"Initial" (1) 9.3 154.9 98.3 5.7 
"Pre-typhoon" (2) 10.2 152.5 107.3 5.5 
"Genesis" (3) 11.7 147.7 111.5 5.5 
"Intensifying" (4) 13.5 143.6 117.6 5.1 
*"Tropical storm" 
(980-1000 mb) (5) 19.3 136.3 139.3 4.9 
*"Typhoon" 
(9S0-98Omb) (6) 21.5 136.0 146.3 5.0 
* Data from W. Frank (1976), all tropical storms or typhoons south of 300 N with observed central sea-level 
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Sample Sizes and Representative Time Periods of the Data Sets 
Total Number Number of Individual Approximate Time Period 
Data Stage No. of Observations Disturbances Represented 
r::deve10Ping 0 10197 ~400 2-3 days(entire lifetime 
of cluster) 
Non-developing 00 1991 87 2-3 days(entire lifetime 
of cluster) 
"Initial" 1 943 130 first day of pre-typhoon 
cluster 
"Pre-typhoon" 2 2404 130 2-3 days (pre-typhoon 
cluster) 
"Genesis" 3 2040 130 2 days (formative stages of a 
tropical depression) 
"Intensifying" 4 2672 130 2-3 days (intensifying 
tropical depression) 
"Tropical Storm" 5 5658 ~200 2 days (tropical storm 
intensity) 
"Typhoon" 6 4573· ~175 2-5 days (typhoon intensity) 
tv 
l-' 
3. COMPARISON: NON-DEVELOPING CLUSTER AND PRE-TYPHOON CLUSTER 
In general, typhoons develop from cloud clusters which are similar 
in satellite observed appearance to non-developing cloud clusters. A 
more-detailed comparison of the pre-typhoon clusters and the non-develop-
ing clusters from DMSP satellite data will be discussed in a forthcoming 
report by Erickson (1977). In this study the rawinsonde composites 
representing the pre-typhoon cloud cluster, Stages land 2, are exten-
sively compared with two non-developing cloud cluster data sets, so 
named Stages a and 00. Including both non-developing cluster data sets 
allows some of the consistent features of non-developing clusters to be 
differentiated from more variable features. The Stage 00 data is essen-
tially a subset of the larger more general Stage a data set, as depicted 
on the map of cluster locations in Fig. 6. Stage 00 was restricted to 
the months of June through September. 
The rawinsonde data in the 3_5 0 radius band is chosen as best repre-
sentative of the characteristics of the cluster's edge or perimeter. 
Large data samples are then available to describe the relatively small 
but very important features such as surrounding cluster radial wind and 
water vapor import. This data is applicable at 40 radius which defines 
a mean cluster of 8
0 
diameter (888 Ian). Although this is a very large 
region, many ITCZ clusters do have horizontal extent on the order of SO 
latitude. The rawinsonde data composited in the 0_30 radius region is 
chosen as best representative of the mean thermodynamic characteristics 
such as temperature and humidity. The number of soundings included in 







XIS mark positions of the clusters included in the non-
developing cluster data set, Stage O. Clusters wer~ in-
cluded which existed during all seasons. Non-developing 
cluster data set, Stage 00, included clusters only in the 
enclosed region and only during the months of June through 
September. 
Number of Ra~7insonde Soundings Included in the Composites 
Data Set r = r = 
Non-developing 
00 167 224 
o 781 1122 
Pre-typhoon 
1 67 105 
2 171 281 
24 
3.1 Surface Pressure 
The 1000 millibar height patterns for the pre-typhoon (Stage 2) 
and non-developing clusters (Stages 0 and 00) are shown in Fig. 7. The 
observed height minima are equivalent to sea-level pressure min:Lmums of 
1008-1009 mb in the vicinity of the cluster. Both cluster systems have 
surface pressures slightly lower than the surrounding regions. The pre-
typhoon clusters and non-developing clusters possess no large surface 
pressure pattern differences. The pressure gradient to the north of the 
pre-typhoon cluster is significantly larger than that of the 00 Stage 
however. 
3.2 Mean Soundings and Lapse Rates 
The mean temperature lapse rates within each disturbance are also 
~Tery similar. The mean geopotential heights (2), temperatures (T), 
relative humidities (RH), and water vapor mixing ratios (q), at the 
various levels for the non-developing and pre-typhoon clusters are 
listed in Table 6. The mean soundings from the Stage 00 and Stage 2 
data sets for the r = 0_30 area are shown. The corresponding mean 
sounding for Stage 0 was nearly identical to Stage 00. Although dif-
ferences are small at all levels, there are very significant differences 
in vertical temperature structure and water vapor contents. These are 
described in detai.l in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. 
The vertical profiles of potential temperature (0), equivalent 
potential temperature (0 ), and saturated equivalent potential tempera-
e 
ture (0 ) are shown in Fig. 8 for the pre-typhoon cluster (Stage 2). es 
The potential temperature increases almost linearly with decreasing pres-
sure throughout the troposphere. The mean vertical profiles of potential 
tempe.rature and saturated equivalent potential temperature are very 
similar within the non-developing c1usters. Figure 9 depicts the 
vertieal profiles of equivalent potential ternperture within the pre-typhoon 
25 
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Fig. 7. 1000- millibar geopotential heights (meters). The 5-meter 
interval is equivalent to about ~ mb of pressure. 
TABLE 6 
Mean Soundings Within Cluster Area (r < 3°) 
Pre-Typhoon (2) Non-Developing (00) Differences (2) - (00) 
P(mb) ° Z(meters) T( C) -1 RH(%) q(gkg ) Z(meters) T(oC) -1 RH(%) q(gkg ) ° Z(meters) T( C) -1 RH(%) q(gkg ) 
70 18662.2 -69.5 18662.2 -68.6 .0 -0.9 
80 17873.7 -73.9 17869.0 -72.4 4.7 -1.5 
100 16580.2 -78.6 16569.2 -77.3 11.0 -1. 3 
150 14232.4 -68.6 14220.8 -69.0 11. 6 0.4 
200 12445.0 -53.1 12438.3 -53.8 6.7 0.7 
250 10964.4 -40.4 10963.2 -40.8 1.2 0.4 
300 9693.4 -30.1 40.0 .4 9694.9 -30.4 47.9 0.5 -1. 5 0.3 -7.9 -.1 N 
0'\ 
400 7579.3 -15.3 52.4 1.5 7585.4 -15.6 62.7 1.8 -6.1 0.3 -10.3 -.3 
500 5857.5 -5.3 70.6 3.6 5863.6 -5.5 73.0 3.7 -6.1 0.2 -2.4 -.1 
600 4402.4 2.5 74.5 5.7 4409.2 2.2 75.7 5.7 -6.8 0.3 -1.2 0 
700 3137.3 9.9 72.8 8.0 3144.7 9.5 71.2 7.6 -7.4 0.4 1.6 .4 
800 2012.0 15.8 78.3 11.1 2023.4 15.5 76.5 10.6 -11.4 0.3 1.8 .5 
850 1493.1 18.3 78.7 12.4 1504.8 18.2 79.2 12.4 -11.7 0.1 -0.5 0 
900 999.9 20.6 81. 4 14.1 1010.5 20.9 80.5 14.1 -10.6 -0.3 0.9 0 
950 526.3 23.1 85.7 16.3 535.8 23.6 83.2 16.3 -9.5 -0.5 2.5 a 
1000 75.1 26.0 87.0 18.8 86.6 26.0 86.7 18.7 -11.5 0 0.3 .1 









Fig. 8. Potential temperature (8), equivalent potential temperature 
(8e ), and saturated equivalent potential temperature (8es ) in 
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Fig. 9. Equivalent potential temperature (8 e ) (oK) in the r = 0-3
0 area 
for the non-developing cluster data sets (Stages 0 and 00) and 
the "Pre-typhoon" (Stage 2) data set. 
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(Stage 2) and non-developing (Stages 0 and 00) clusters. From Figs. 
8 and 9 it is clear that the stabilities and potential buoyancies are 
very similar with both systems. 
3.3 Divergence and Vertical Motion 
The vertical profiles of divergence for the r = 0_40 area are shown 
in Fig. 10. o The mean radial winds in the radial band, r = 3-5 , were 
assumed to represent the radial winds at r = 4°. Inflow is observed 
through a large depth of the atmosphere (surface to 400 mb) and outflow 
is concentrated between 100 mb and 300 mb. 
Figure 11 shows the corresponding mean vertical velocity (w) profiles 
for the pre-typhoon cluster (Stage 2) and non-developing clusters (Stages 
o and 00). These were derived kinematically from the radial winds at 4° 
radius. w represents the mean vertical mass flow (negative values denote 
upward motion) within the 80 diameter area centered on the cluster. Local 
values of vertical velocity may be considerably different than the mean 
cluster area value. The profiles of mean vertical velocity (w) indicate 
somewhat larger mean upward motion in the pre-typhoon cluster than 
the non-developing cluster. The maximum mean upward motion is about 
25% greater with the pre-typhoon clusters. These results agree with 
recent findings of Erickson (1977) in which a statistical analysis 
of DMSP satellite shows more deep convection occurring at 2-40 radius in 
developing cloud clusters than in non-developing clusters. Mean vertical 
motion is correlated to the amount of deep cumulonimbus convection. 
Maximum upward values of mean vertical velocity range from about 
140 to 200 mb per day in the 300 to 400 mb layer. Since these results 
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Fig. 10. Mean divergence within the r = 0_40 area for the pre-typhoon 
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Fig. 11. Mean vertical velocity (w) in the r = 0-40 alea for the pre-
typhoon cluster (2) and the non-developing clusters (0) and 
(00). 
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cluster vertical motion profiles of Williams and Gray (1973), and 
Ruprecht and Gray (1976). Reed and Recker's (1971) composited rawin-
sonde data with respect to the trough region of 18 easterly waves also 
indicate similar mean vertical motion patterns. 
3.4 Water Vapor Budget 
The import of water vapor at r = 40 integrated through the tropo-
-2 -1 sphere added to an assumed evaporation rate of 0.5 g cm day gives 
an estimate of the mean rainfall rate within the cluster (r = 0-40 ). 
This is based on the assumption that the total quantity of vapor and 
liquid water remains approximately constant. Figure 12 depicts the 
total vapor transports at r = 40 for the pre-typhoon and non-developing 
clusters. . -2-1 The integrated vapor imports ~n g cm day are also given. 
These total transports were computed by compositing VRq products (where 
VR is the radial wind and q is specific humidity) for the individual 
soundings. The total transport VRq consists of a mean (VR q) and eddy 
-2 -1 (VR'q') term. Using a typical evaporation rate of 0.5 g em day , 
-2 -1 -1 mean cluster rainfalls of about 2.0-2.5 g cm day (cm day ) are 
indicated. These results are similar to those obtained by Williams and 
Gray (1973). 
The impression of some previous researchers has been t,hat heavily rain-
ing systems "ften do not develop into typhoons and that the intensity 
of cumulus convection is not well related to tropical cyclone genesis. 
The present observations that the mean vertical motion, lapse rates, 
and water vapor imports are not greatly different with non-developing 
and pre-typhoon cloud clusters support this impression. The mean 
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Total water vapor divergence (VR q) at r = 4 for pre-
typhoon cluster (2) and non-developing clusters (0) and (00). 
The vertically integrated transports are also shown in g cm-2 
day -1. 
different, although the developing cluster, on the average, has about 
20% more rainfall. 
3.5 Low-Level Vorticity and Wind Patterns 
The 900-mi11ibar relative vorticity fields of the mean pre-typhoon 
cluster and non-developing clusters are shown in Fig. 13. Note that 
-5 -1 the area with values greater than 2 x 10 sec is significantly larger 
with the pre-typhoon cluster. In the immediate vicinity of the cluster 
the relative vorticity is more than twice as large in the pre-typhoon 
cluster as in the Stage 00 non-developing cluster. This is the most 
































The isotach and streamline analyses of the low-level flow are shown 
in Fig. 14. The Stage 00 non-developing cluster and the pre-typhoon 
cluster have mean southwesterly flow to the south of their center. This 
type of flow pattern with respect to the Intertropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ) is referred to as the monsoon (or doldrum) trough. Many non-
developing clusters which are embedded in a sheared trade wind flow 
typical of winter and spring conditions are included in the Stage 0 data 
set. This acted to average out the westerly flow to the south of a 
number of these clusters. The statistical average of numerous low-level 
flow patterns associated with non-developing clusters is depicted by 
Stage 0 in Fig. 14. Strong easterlies appear to the north of the cluster 
and weak easterlies to the south. An ITCZ with easterly flow both to 
the north and south is referred to as a trade wind equatorial trough. 
It has been recognized previously by Sadler (1967a) and Gray (1968) that 
the monsoon (or doldrum) trough is typically a more favorable environ-
ment for the development of tropical storms. However, as indicated by 
the Stage 00 cluster data set, numerous non-developing clusters exist 
in the doldrum trough region. Cluster existence within the trough does 
not guarantee intensification. 
It appears that the magnitude of the low-level relative vorticity 
is an important factor in typhoon genesis. Table 7 lists the mean rela-
tive vorticities (s) within 40 radius for the various data sets repre-
senting the pre-typhoon and non-developing clusters at 900 millibars and 
at 600 millibars. The relative vorticities are computed from the com-
posited mean winds, by two methods: 
dV dU 
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is the mean tangential wind around the 4
0 
radius (r) 
cluster. The contributions to the relative vorticity of the north-
south horizontal shear (- ~~ ) and the east-west shear (~:) are also 
given. These shears are measured across a distance of 8
0 
latitude 
(888 km) centered on the disturbance. With both cluster types the 
north-south shear dominates. The east-west shear contributes a larger 
proportion of the relative vorticity with pre-typhoon clusters. This 
is indicative of a stronger meridional flow and/or easterly wave ~attern. 
These features suggest a significant difference in the low-level cyclonic 
circulation of the two cluster systems. 
TABLE 7 
Comparison of Mean Relative Vorticity Inside 40 Radius for the Pre-
Typhoon and the Non-developing Cloud Clusters 
Data Set -5 -1 900 mb (10 sec ) -5 -1 600 mb (10 sec ) 
dV(_ dU )(dV _ dU) 2VT dV (_ dU)eV _ au) 2VT ax ay dX ay r ax dy dX dY r 
Non-Developing 
0 0.25 0.63 0.88 0.93 0.28 0.60 0.88 0.92 
00 0.26 0.63 0.89 0.73 0.10 0.57 0.67 0.89 
Pre-Typhoon 
1 0.68 1.07 1. 75 1.81 0.61 0.39 1.00 1.22 
2 0.751.31 2.06 2.36 0.73 0.87 1.60 1.80 
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The data composites of the pre-typhoon cluster suggest a more closed 
vortex circulation in the lower troposphere, while the non-developing 
cluster is characterized by a more cyclonically sheared circulation. A 
"closed vortex" is defined to exist at any level where the composited 
data indicates a positive mean tangential wind in all eight sectors 
around a radial band. With this definition, the "Pre-typhoon"(Stage 2) 
data set indicates a "closed vortex" at all levels below and including 
500 mb. A "closed vortex!! does not exist at any level through the at-
mosphere with the non-developing cluster data sets (0 and 00). This is 
true out to 40 radius from the cluster center. 
Vertical profiles of the mean tangential wind in the r = 1_30 and 
r = 3-5
0 
radial bands are depicted in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively. 
Assuming that these represent the tangential wind at r = 20 and 40 , 
2V
T s = ---' represents the mean relative vorticity within a radius r of 
r 
the cluster center. Table 7 and Figs. 15-16 indicate that the relative 
vorticity of the pre-typhoon cluster compared to the non-developing 
cluster is more than twice as large in the lower troposphere. However, 
at middle and upper levels the differences are much smaller. The non-
developing clusters have maximum positive relative vorticity in the 
middle troposphere~ 
3.6 Vertical Temperature Structure 
The vertical profiles of tangential wind in Figs. 15-16 imply 
that the non-developing clusters (Stages 0 and 00) are cold-core systems 
below 600 millibars since the tangential winds are maximum at this 
level. In contrnst, the pre-typhoon clusters (Stages 1 and 2) have 
maximum tangential winds in the lower troposphere, suggesting a warm-
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Fig. 15. Vertical tangentlal wind profiles of pre-typhoon clusters (1 
and 2) and non-developing clusters (0 and 00). The tangential 
winds shrywn are the mp~n in the r = 1_3° band, and can be in-
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Fig. 16. Vertical tangential wind profiles of the pre-typhoon clusters 
(1 and 2), and non-developing clusters (0 and 00). The mean 
tangential winds shown are the mean in the r = 3_50 band~ and 
can be interpreted as a mean relative vorticity within r = 4°. 
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the mean temperature within the cluster region and T is the mean 
e 
temperature of the "environment", or surrounding region are plotted 
in Figs. 17-21. The temperature gradients between the clusters and its 
surroundings as revealed by the composited data are very small. The 
precise configuration of the temperature structure varies somewhat depend-
ing on the area of the data composite chosen to represent the cluster 
and its "environment". Five different depictions of the vertical pro-
files of T -T are shown. 
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profiles: pre-typhoon cluster (2) versus non-developing 
clusters (0 and 00). T == mean temperature of the cluster. 
T = mean temperature 01 the surrounding region. Tc: 
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In general, the temperature profiles and the vertical profiles of 
mean tangential wind in Figs. 15-16 are well related. Both the pre-
typhoon clusters and the non-developing clusters are warm-core in the 
middle to upper troposphere (500 mb to 200 mb). In general, both cluster 
systems are cold-core near the tropopause and in the lowest 100 mb. 
However, in the 600-800 mb layer the non-developing clusters are colder 
than the surrounding region, while the pre-typhoon clusters are slightly 
warm-core. This appears to be one of the most fundamental differences 
between pre-typhoon and non-developing clusters. The 600-800 mb co1d-
core feature of non-developing clusters is indicated by most of the 
vertical temperature profiles (Figs. 17-21) and by the tangential wind 
profiles (Figs. 15-16). 
Undoubtedly, an important feature of the typhoon genesis process 
is the elimination of this 600-800 mb cold-core structure, or the forma-
tion of a pre-typhoon cluster which initially does not possess this 
cold-core. Riehl (1948, 1954, 1969) and Yanai (1961a,1964) have empha-
sized the observed cold-core structure of tropical disturbances which 
do not intensify into tropical cyclones. The composited data indicate 
that even in the earliest stages the pre-typhoon clusters are slightly 
warm-core in the. 600-800 mb layer. Therefore, it appears that a cold-
core system is seldom transformed into a warm-core system which develops 
into a tropical cyclone, but rather the pre-typhoon cluster lacks a 
600-800 mb cold-·core structure from the very beginning. If tM s proves 
to be correct, then tropical cyclone genesis may be specified more by 
the initial flow characteristics than by the evolutionary nature of the 
flow. 
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3.7 Water Vapor Vertical Profiles 
The water vapor mixing ratios within the cluster show small but 
likely significant differences in the middle levels. The non-developing 
clusters are drier in 500-900 mb layers by a mean value of 0.5 - 1.0 
-1 
g Kg . Figure 22 depicts the differences in mixing ratio between the 
pre-typhoon (Stage 2) data and the non-developing (Stages 0 and 00) data 
within the cluster area (r = 0_30 ). Note that the slightly drier layer 
of the non-developing clusters correspond to the cold-core layers in 
the thermal structure. This suggests that the cold core is related to 
moist processes. A more detailed discussion follows in Section 5. 
3.8 Zonal Wind Profiles and Propagation Speeds 
The vertical shear of zonal wind (u) is portrayed in Fig. 23. The 
mean u-component of the wind in the cluster region (r = 0_30 ) is plotted 
along with the mean u-component of the propagation vector. The mean 
meridional wind (v) in the r = 0_30 area is small and propagation is 
predominantly to the west. Therefore, the difference between the zonal 
wind and the westward propagation speed is a good approximation of the 
relative flow of air through the disturbance, or ventilation. The con-
cept of ventilation and its role in extracting heat and moisture from 
within the clusters area is discussed in Section 5. 
Figure 24 shows vertical profiles of u (relative zonal wind) 
m 
averaged within radius 30 • The cluster propagation vector was subtracted 
from the observed winds for each individual sounding. The relative 
u-components (u ) were then composited. Both Figs. 23 and 24 indicate 
m 
that the non-developing clusters have larger differences between the 
zonal wind and the westward cluster movement at nearly all levels in 


































q (Pre -typhoon) - q (Non -developing) 
(g Kef') r=O-3° 
Fig. 22. Differences in water vapor m1x1ng ratio, q, in the r = 0_30 
area between the Stage 2 (pre-typhoon cluster) and Stages 0 
and 00 (non-developing cluster). The nighttime (12Z) ob-
servations were used to avoid solar radiation induced errors 
in humidity measurements. 
clusters are predominantly ventilated from front to back. 
Gray (1968, 1975) has previously stressed the importance of small 
vertical wind shear as a favorable factor in tropical cyclone genesis. 
The "Pre-typhoon" (Stage 2) cluster possesses practically no vertical 
zonal wind shear between 150 and 600 mb. The vertical shear of the 
non-developing cluster data sets (0 and 00) is larger but still rela-
tively small. 
It is interesting to note that data sets 0 and 00 indicate shears 
with differing signs in the upper troposphere. Since Stage 00 is a 
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Fig. 23. Zonal wind or u-
component of the 
wind. The mean 
values of u in 
the r = 00 _30 re-
gion are plotted 
for the pre-ty-
phoon (2) and non-
developing (0 and 
00) clusters. The 
mean u component 
of the propagation 
vector is also de-
picted. 
Fig. 24. Vertical profile 
of (u
lll
), or the 
relat1ve zonal 
wind, averaged in 
the r = 00 _30 
area. The propa-
gation VE~ctor was 
subtractE!d from 
the observed wind 
for each indivi-
dual sounding be-
fore the (u ) 
m values we,re compo-
sited. 
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o apparently have weaker easterlies and possibly even westerlies in the 
upper troposphere. The vertical u-profile in Fig. 24 for data set 0 is 
an average of a large number of zonal wind profiles with considerable 
variability. Apparently doldrum trough non-developing clusters are 
ventilated most strongly in the lower and middle troposphere while the 
non-developing clusters embedded in the easterlies are ventilated most 
in the upper troposphere. Both the vertical shear of the zonal wind and 
the previously discussed low-level flow pattern of non-developing clusters 
are variable features in contrast to the more consistent features such 
as vertical temperature profiles and mean vertical motion. 
A small difference in the speed of cluster movement was noted. 
Non-developing clusters propagate at a mean speed of about 7 m/sec while 
the pre-typhoon clusters travel at approximately 5.5 m/sec. The direc-
tion is typically to the west or west-northwest. All three cluster data 
sets have very similar zonal winds at the middle levels (400-700 mb). 
These are generally accepted to be the "steering levels". The non-
developing clusters apparently are propagating slightly faster than this 
flow. The speed of propagation is a contributing factor to the magnitude 
of the flow through the cluster (ventilation). The concept of ventila-
tion is thoroughly discussed in Section 5. 
3.9 Anticyclonic Outflow and Relative Angular Momentum 
Although the magnitudes and heights of the outflow are similar, the 
basically anticyclonic flow pattern shows some differences as indicated 
by the 200 millibar analyses in Fig. 25. The pre-typhoon cluster has a 
more intense outflow channel to the north, while most of the outflow in 
the non-developing clusters is channeled to the southwest. Mean tangen-
tial winds out to 60 radius are listed in Table 8. In general, the 
IOOOkmW· / " / , / 
















Fig. 25. 200-mb streamline and isotach analyses 












Mean Tangential Wind at 200 mb 
(m sec-I) 
r = 20 r = 40 r = 60 
-1.35 -1.95 -1.09 
-0.70 -0.66 -1.25 
-1. 77 -1.86 -2.84 
-1.18 -1. 72 -2.90 
pre-typhoon cluster circulations are more anticyclonic (negative tangen-
tial wind) than are those of the non-developing clusters at all dis-
tances out to 60 radius at 200 mba 
The 200 mb relative vorticity analyses are depicted in Fig. 26. 
A basic difference between the non-developing cluster (Stage 00) and 
the pre-typhoon cluster (Stage 2) appears in the vorticity pattern to 
the north of the clusters. The pre-typhoon cluster has an area of 
negative relative vorticity out to 70 to the north. The Stage 00 non-
developing cluster composite has positive relative vorticity to the 
north and northwest. This feature is not evident in Stage 0 non-
developing data set. 
These features of the composited wind data support the evaluation 
by Sadler (1974) of the favorable upper tropospheric features for 
typhoon development and intensification. Sadler observes that develop-
ing disturbances typically possess an upper level "outflow channel". 
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Pig. 26. 200-mb relative vorticity (10-5sec-l) analyses. 
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the "outflow channel" for low-latitude intensifying and developing 
disturbances. 
The physical reasoning for an "outflow channel" being a favorable 
feature for typhoon genesis and intensification cannot be the removal 
of excess heat from the disturbance region. Heat accumulating in the 
upper troposphere near the disturbance is favorable for intensification 
since surface pressure decreases in response to upper level warming. 
The "outflow channel" may likely be important in increasing the export 
of negative relative angular momentum from the upper circulation. This 
acts to increase positive relative angular momentum within the system. 
Relative angular momentum with respect to the cluster center is de-
fined as VTr, the product of the tangential wind (VT) and the radial dis-
tance (r) to the cluster center. Figure 27 depicts the total (mean and 
eddy) transport of relative angular momentum at 4
0 
radius for the non-
developing cluster, pre-typhoon cluster and intensifying tropical depres-
sion. The import of relative angular momentum is much larger both in the 
lower troposphere and in the outflow layer with the pre-typhoon cluster 
compared with the non-developing cluster. The transports were computed by 
calculating the product of VR and VT for each sounding and compositing within 
. 0 ) the r = 3-5 region. Therefore, the total transport (VRVTr terms contain 
both a mean (VR VRr) and an eddy (VR'Vr'r) transport. The precise 
effects of these transports on the cluster circulation cannot be 
evaluated without performing a thorough angular momentum budget analysis. 
This was beyond the scope of this study. 
It is noted that the total import of positive relative angular 
momentum (VRVTr integrated around the cluster) is a function of the mean 
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Fig. 27. Transport of relative angular momentum at r = 40 for Stage 0 
(non-developing cluster), Stage 2 (pre-typhoon cluster) and 
Stage 4 (intensifying tropical depression). The VR VI pro-
ducts for the individual soundings in the r = 3_50 radial 
band were composited so that the transports represent the sum 
of the mean and eddy motions. 
layers where the tangential wind is positive, the difference is approx-
imately proportional to the difference in cyclonic flow. In addition, 
the more anticyclonic character of the pre-typhoon cluster's outflow 
exports more negative relative angular momentum than with the non-
developing cluster. The net effect is a larger import of positive 
relative angular momentum in the outflow layer with pre-typhoon clusters. 
Wachtmann (1968) investigated the role of angular momentum trans-
ports in tropical storm dissipation over warm tropical oceans. He 
found the deficiency of inward angular momentum transport to be a 




The differences between a pre-typhoon cloud cluster and a non-
developing cluster revealed by the composited rawinsonde data are 
summarized: 
1) low-level vorticity - - The relative vorticity is about 
two times greater with the pre-typhoon clusters in the 
lower troposphere. 
2) the maximum mean vertical velocity within an SO diameter 
region centered on the clusters is about 25% greater with the 
pre-typhoon clusters. 
3) vertical temperature structure at SOD-SOD mb - - Pre-typhoon 
clusters are warm-core. Non-developing clusters are cold-
core. 
4) vertical profiles of relative mean zonal wind - - The dif-
ference between the mean westward cluster movement and 
the mean zonal wind speed is smaller with the pre-typhoon 
clusters through most of the troposphere. 
5) speed of propagation - - Pre-typhoon clusters propagate 
slower. 
6) anticyclonic outflow - - The outflow is more anticyclonic 
with pre-typhoon clusters. 
7) The import of relative angular momentum is significantly 
larger with the pre-typhoon clusters. 
S) water vapor The pre-typhoon clusters possess slightly 
greater quantities of water vapor. 
These differences between non-developing and pre-typhoon clusters 
probably represent very significant key parameters in specifying 
whether or not typhoon genesis will occur. 
4. OBSERVED INTENSIFICATION OF THE TYPHOON AT INNER-CORE RADII 
The results of the data composites at the different stages of 
development from a pre-typhoon cloud cluster to a typhoon are discussed 
below for the important inner-core region (center to 20 radius). 
4.1 Divergence and Vertical Motion 
The vertically integrated 1_30 radius radial wind indicated too 
much net divergence between the surface and 100 mb. To allow for a mass 
balanced vertical profile of radial wind the abscissa is shifted to the 
right. In the early stages of 1 and 2 0.2-0.3 m/sec had to be added to 
each 1-30 radial wind such that a surface-IOO mb mass balanced vertical 
profile was obtained. This magnitude of correction did not have to be 
made in the later stage samples of Frank (1976) or the other tropical 
cloud cluster compositing studies of this project. This lack of close 
balancing is believed to result from the smaller 1_30 radius rawinsonde 
data sample (151 cases) and more difficult position problems at inner 
core radii. Despite this required 0.2-0.3 m/sec correction to the 1_30 
radius radial wind profile we believe the resulting 1_30 radial wind 
profiles are quite representative and will be verified in later more 
dense data averages. The resulting 0_20 radius vertical motion profiles 
will now be discussed. These are kinematically derived from the mass-
balanced radial winds at 20 radius from the disturbance centers. The 
o mean radial winds in the radial band r = 1-3 were assumed to represent 
the radial winds at r = 20. 
As intensification takes place, additional convergence becomes 
concentrated in the lowest 100 millibars of the planetary boundary layer. 
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w (mb day-I) 
Hean vertical motion (w) computed from mean radial 
wind profiles at radius 20. The various stages of 
development are as follows: 1) "Ip.itial;2) "Pre-
typhoon"; 3) "Genesis"; 4) "Intensifying"; 5) and 
6) from W. Frank's (1976) typhoon data according to 
reported central sea-level pressure 5) 980-1000 mb 




boundary layer convergence on the vertical velocity (w) profiles during 
the intensification. 
4.2 Relative Vorticity 
Vertical profiles of the mean tangential wind in the r = 1_30 
radial band for various stages of development are presented in Fig. 29. 
These values are approximately proportional to the mean relative vorticity 
within 20 radius. Figure 29 indicates that the maximum relative vorticity 
is found just above the boundary layer and that negative relative vor-
ticity is present in the upper troposphere. This is true for all stages 
of development from a pre-typhoon cluster to a typhoon. 
4.3 Tropospheric Warming 
As the pre-typhoon cloud cluster develops into a tropical depres-
sion and eventually a typhoon, the entire troposphere except for the 
lowest and highest levels shows a significant warming. As a result 
surface pressures fall, and tangential winds consequently increase. 
Figure 30 indicates that these changes are well correlated. 
It is observed that above the tropopause, which is at about 110 mb, 
the circulation is not significantly influenced by the circulation below. 
Therefore, there must be a level in the stratosphere at which geopoten-
tial heights are not effected by temperature changes induced by the 
synoptic-scale disturbances below. Table 9 lists the observed changes 
in geopotential thickness for individual pressure layers within a mean 
cluster area (r = 0_30 ) which take place from Stage 2 to Stage 4. The 
temperature changes revealed by the composited data have been converted 
to thickness changes assuming hydrostatic conditions. These calculated 
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Fig. 29. Vertical profiles of mean tangential wind at r = 20 for 
various data sets. (0 and 00) non-developing cloud clus~ 
ters; 1) "Initial"; 2) "Pre-typhoon; 3) "Genesis"; 4) "In-
tensifying"; 5) w. Frank's (1976) typhoon data with central 
pressure, 980-1000 mb. Note that these values can be in-
terpreted as regresentative of the mean relative vort!city -1 
within radius 2 , with values as shown in units of 10 5 sec • 
The best estimate of the ·centra1 sea-level pressure at each 
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Fig. 30. Corresponding trends of tangential wind. surface pressure, 
and strength of warm core during typhoon genesis and inten-
sification. VT is observed at r = 20 and the level where 
it is maximum~ max typically near 900 mb. The 950 HT, the 
geopotential height at 950 mb in the r = 0_10 area, is an-
alagous to surface pressure. ~Tmax is the temperature at 
r = 0_1
0 
minus the temperature at r = 5-70 , at the level where 
this difference is maximum, usually near 250 mb. 
observed changes. Both columns of thickness changes, when integrated 
from 80 mb to 950 mb, indicate that the inner 20 radius mean height 
change at 950 mb is about 20 meters or 2 mb. The low-level pressure 
changes and integrated thickness changes below 80 mb agree quite well. 
Therefore, it is assumed that changes in meteorological parameters above 
the 80-millibar level are relatively unimportant and probably unrelated 
to tropical cyclone genesis. The zonal wind flow at 70 and 80 mb about 
the disturbance as it develops also support this assumption. 
The maximum tangential winds increase in direct proportion to the 
950 mb heights or surface pressures as depicted in Fig. 30. Since the 
TABLE 9 
Comparison of Observed Temperature and Pressure Thickness Changes to 
Computed Pressure Thickness Changes Within the r = 0_30 Area from 
Stage 2 to Stage 4 
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surface pressure is determined by the vertical temperature profile 
according to hydrostatic considerations, the process of tropospheric 
warming is a fundamental feature of the genesis process. 
The difference between the mean temperature (r = 0_10 ) within the 
cluster, T , and that of the surrounding region (r = 5-7 0 ), T , is 
c e 
shown in Fig. 31 for various stages of development. Figure 32 depicts 
the cluster and surrounding region temperature difference where T is 
c 
represented by the r = 0-30 area and T by the r = 3-70 area. Note 
e 
that the warm-core structure is maximum in the 200-300 millibar layer 
for all stages of development. This is at a slightly higher level than 
the 400 mb warm core maximum indicated by case studies of Yanai (196la, 
1964). A cold-core disturbance exists only near the surface (heat is-
land) and near the tropopause. Warming occurs throughout a large depth 
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Fig. 31. Vertical profiles of ~T. ~T = T (r = 0-1°) minus T (r = 5-7°). 
The data sets are: 1) "Initial"I 2) "Pre-typhoon"; ~h HGenesis"; 
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5. VENTILATION AND TROPOSPHERIC HEATING 
The importance of ventilation or "blow-through" as an inhibiting 
mechanism in tropical cyclone genesis has been proposed and discussed 
by Gray (1968, 1975) and Lopez (1968). It has been shown that tropical 
cyclone formation is accompanied by a decrease in surface pressure which 
is a response to tropospheric warming. A progressive accumulation of 
temperature in a deep vertical column in the troposphere is a necessary 
condition for genesis. What is the role of ventilation or the relative 
flow of air through the cluster in preventing the accumulation of upper 
level temperature in the non-developing disturbances? This process will 
now be discussed for the 0-40 radius (80 diameter) broader disturbance 
circulation. 
5.1 Ventilation 
Ventilation is defined here as the relative non-divergent flow 
through the disturbance. The composited wind data allow this feature to 
be studied. The mean relative radial winds (disturbance motion subtracted 
out) are used to evaluate the ventilation as well as the divergent compo-
nent of the relative flow. 
The relative radial winds, VRm , averaged at the eight locations or 
"sectors" around the disturbance 40 radius circle are used in the compu-
tations. The mean wind within the r = 3_50 radial band in each sector is 
assumed representative of the wind at r = 40 in that sector. The average 
absolute value of the relative radial wind at the disturbance perimeter is 
denoted lVRmland is rgferred to as the "total" relative flow. It is 
computed as 1/8 
i 
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where VRm . is the relative radial 
1 
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wind averaged for a given sector at r = 4
0
• The algebraic mean of the 
eight sector relative radial winds, VRm, represents the divergent com-
ponent of the flow and in fact can be directly converted to a divergence 
-1 









The difference between the total relative flow and the absolute value of 






where indicates the 8bsolute value of the quantity, and ------
represents the mean value of the eight sector values. A simplified 
hypothetic;ll example of this comput,ltion is depicted in Fig. 33. 
Tlw v('rtic,ll profilps of these computations for the "Pre-typhoon" 
(SLlgl' 2) ;md llOll-d('Vl'l(lpin~'. (0 ;md 00) d;lta sets are pJottf'd in Fig. 
34. Significantly marl' tot;t1 rl'lntiv{' flow is ohserved with non-develop-
ing cloud clusters. Most of this is due to the differences in ventila-






Computations are as follows: 
,JVRmI (total) = IVRmI = 
8 







1 8 = 
(non-divergent) = VEN = (total) - (divergent) = 3 - 1 2 
(total) (divergent) + (non-divergent) 
+ VEN 
3 1 + 2 
Fig. 33. A hypothetical example of the evaluation of IVRmI,1 vRmI and 
VEN. The mean relative radial winds, V~ are 
depicted a.t the eight locations around the r :;: 40 cluster 
perimeter. Inward radial winds are negative. Units are 











































STAGE 00 at r = 4 0 
0 3 4 
STAGE 0 at r=4° 
Vertical profiles in m/sec of the total mean relative flow'( IVRm!), 
the divergent ( /VRmI ), and non-divergent (VEN) portions of 
the flow. Computat10ns are based on the mean relative radial 
winds at 40 radius. The data sets are: 2, "Pre-typhoon"; 0, 
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VEN (m seC-I) 
at r= 4° 
Ventilation (VEN) or non-divergent mean relative flow at radius 
4° for the pre-typhoon (Stage 2) and non-developing (0 and 00) 
dis"turbances. 
The ventilation integrated through the troposphere is considerably 
larger with both non-developing disturbance data sets compared with the 
pre-typhoon disturbance. However, the Stage 00 data shows the largest dif-
ferences from the Stage 2 data in the lower and middle troposphere, while 
ventilation in the upper troposphere is not significantly different. 
With StageD, differences from Stage 2 are small in the lower tropo-
sphere and large in the upper troposphere. These features are a 
reflection of the previously discussed (Section 3.8) differences be-
tween data sets 00 and 0 with regard to the vertical shear of the zonal 
wind. This analysis suggests that relatively small values of ventila-
tion through the entire depth of the troposphere and not just in the 
maximum warm-core levels are characteristic of pre-typhoon clusters. 
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To evaluate the effects of ventilation on the disturbance, the 
"inner core" to "environment" temperature gradients must be considered. 
At levels where the system is cold-core, ventilation acts to warm the 
inner core, while cooling due to ventilation occurs at warm-core levels. 
Regardless of the direction of the relative radial flow, it will act 
to reduce the temperature gradient between the cluster and the surround-
ing region. 
More importantly, ventilation of water vapor acts to reduce the 
inner core moisture values, and requires that more evaporation occur 
for moisture maintenance. This leads to more cooling of the cluster. 
Thus, the large 00 data set lower tropospheric ventilation is likely 
a strong inhibiting influence to development. 
5.2 Disturbance Heat Sources 
Severai physical processes can be identified which heat or cool 
the disturbance with respect to its environment. Ventilation always acts 
to reduce the magnitude of the warming or cooling which hydrostatically 
effect the surface pressure beneath the cluster. Because clusters are 
generally more moist than their environmental regions, ventilation typi-
cally acts to dry the cluster and induce larger evaporationa1 cooling. 
The vertical mass recycling associated with cumulus and cumulonim-
bus convection is a potential cluster heat source. Latent heat of 
condensation is released in actively growing cumulus and cumulonimbus 
clouds. As discussed by Gray (1972, 1973) most of this condensation 
energy is used to maintain cloud buoyancy. Due to detrainment and 
evaporation of cloud and liquid water, cumulus clouds typically do not 
result in direct warming of their immediate environment. Latent heat 
is converted into potential energy which is not realized as a temperature 
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increase until the compensating subsidence warms the air dry-adiabatically. 
Some of this compensating subsidence or recycling occurs locally within 
the cluster and acts to warm the disturbance with respect to the surround-
ings. 
An important cooling process associated with cumulus and cumulonimbus 
clouds is the evaporation of cloud water and rain water as a result of 
cloud entrainment and detrainment. Cumulus and cumulonimbus towers 
which overshoot their level of neutral buoyancy will also contribute 
to the cluster cooling. 
The net radiation, long-wave (infrared) plus short-wave (solar), 
is another possibly important cluster heat source. Beneath the extensive 
cluster cirrus shield, net radiation will warm the cluster with respect 
to surrounding less-cloudy regions. Relatively large cooling occurs at 
cloud top. The role of radiation is discussed in Section 8.3. 
A precise and thorough evaluation of the effects of cumulus 
convection, radiation, and ventilation on the heat budget of both pre-
typhoon and non-developing clusters is desirable, and will be treated 
in forthcoming research. 
Extensive analysis of dry and moist static energy budgets with 
large data samples are needed. These energy budget analyses using 
composited data have been performed by W. Frank (1976) with respect 
to tropical cyclones. A thorough energy budget analyses of non-
developing and pre-typhoon cloud clusters is beyond the scope of this 
study. 
6. DISCUSSION 
A quantitative comparison of non-developing and pre-typhoon cloud 
clusters has been made by compositing rawinsonde data. Several differ-
entiating criteria have been revealed and several previous ideas have 
been reinforced. The findings of this study are presently being inte-
grated with studies at CSU by Arnold (1977) and Erickson (1977) in which 
special DMSP satellite data since 1971 is being composited with respect 
to developing and non-developing disturbance clusters. These results 
will be reported on next year. 
6.1 Monsoon Trough and Small Vertical Shear as Favorable Features for 
Genesis 
The equatorial trough region has been identified as the most favor-
able location for tropical cyclone genesis (Sadler, 1967a, 1967b; Gray; 
1968 Fett, 1968). The low level flow pattern associated with the pre-
typhoon cluster is indicative of the monsoon (or doldrum) trough with 
southwesterly winds to the south and easterlies to the north (see Fig. 
14). This wind pattern also occurs with many non-developing clusters 
(Stage 00). However, the mean vertical shears are significantly dif-
ferent. Figure 36 shows the mean zonal wind (u) through the tropo-
sphere within the cluster and 60 to the north and south. It is seen 
that the vertical shear is significantly smaller within the pre-typhoon 
cluster than in the non-developing cluster (Stage 00). Although the 
Stage 0 vertical shear is quite weak, this may be the result of 
smoothing out large individual shears of opposite sign. Previous obser-
vational studies (Gray, 1968, 1975; Sartor, 1968) also indicate that 
small vertical wind shears through a large depth of the troposphere are 
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Fig. 36. Mean zonal wind at the cluster center (r = 0_3°). at 6° radius 
north (sector 1, r = 5-7°) and at 6° radius south (sector 5, 
° r = 5-7 ) of the cluster center. 
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The physical reasoning for a small shear environment being favorable 
for genesis is that it allows for an accumulation of sensible heat and 
latent energy (water vapor) in a vertical column over a relatively 
small area. The sensible energy accumulation is important since it 
will induce a surface pressure decrease and a resulting increase in the 
import of mass, vapor and angular momentum. The inhibiting of moisture 
transport out of the cluster by small ventilation is probably even more 
important than that of sensible temperature. 
Analysis of the ventilation is a more direct measure of the effect 
of a vertically sheared environment on the cluster. The analyses of 
ventilation in this study support the conclusions and discussion of 
previous studies by Lopez (1968) and Gray (1968~ 1975). Integrated 
through the troposphere, the ventilation is greater in an environment 
with a greater vertical wind shear. As the ventilation in the middle 
and upper troposphere, where sensible heat energy is accumulated, is 
small, loss of water vapor may be the most important genesis inhibiting 
process of ventilation. 
6.2 Thermal Structure and Heating Functions 
Ventilation cannot fully differentiate between a pre-typhoon cluster 
and non-developing cluster from the accumulation of sensible heat point 
of view. Since the two cluster systems have cluster-to-environment 
temperature gradients of different signs in the lower and middle tropo-
sphere (500-800 mb), the heating functions must also be fundamentally 
different at those levels. To maintain the observed cold-core in the 
non-developing clusters, a cooling in the cluster relative to the 
environment is necessary. Advection due to ventilation is continually 
acting to reduce the magnitude of the 500-800 mb cold-core. In the 
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pre-typhoon cluster, a warming mechanism is needed to maintain its 
warm-core. Evaporation of detrained cloud and rain water acts to cool 
the cluster. Convection induced local subsidence acts to warm. Due to 
similarities in cloudiness the net radiation for both systems is likely 
to be quite similar. Therefore, it follows that since evaporation is 
the only likely differentiating cooling mechanism, the moisture and 
water vapor budgets of clusters ~re quite likely very important genesis 
specifying parameters. Assuming similar liquid water contents, the 
mean water vapor budget (q) will largely specify the amount of evaporation 
which is occurring. The slightly drier characteristic of the non-
developing clusters at 500-800 mb probably results in more evaporation 
cooling. 
The characteristic deep cold-core structure (up to 500 mb) of 
cloud clusters has been observed and previously discussed by 
Riehl (1948, 1954, 1969). The pre-typhoon cluster, on the other hand, 
is weakly warm-core at 600-800 mb. Intensifying and mature tropical 
cyclones are strongly warm-core at these levels. Hubert (1955) and 
Yanai (1961a, 196Th) have presented case studies in which a pre-existing 
disturbance transformed from a cold-core to a warm-core disturbance 
in the middle troposphere (500-800 mb). On the other hand, the com-
posited data in the earliest pre-typhoon stages indicate a slightly 
warm-core structure. Undoubtedly, it is possible that the transformation 
from cold-core to warm-core took place in some cases just before the 
cluster's position was identified for this study. It is also possible 
that the ITCZ pre-typhoon clusters may form initially in strong ITCZ's 
which already possess a warm-core structure. The maximum winds in the 
ITCZ are typically in the lower as opposed to the middle troposphere. 
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In either case, one of the first indications that a tropical weather system 
may become a tropical cyclone is the presence of a warm-core structure 
in the 600-800 mb layer. It should be emphasized that the level of 
maximum tangential circulation is a good indicator of the thermal 
structure. An ITCZ disturbance with a maximum circulation at 500-600 mb 
poses no threat of becoming a tropical cyclone until that characteris-
tic disappears. Conversely, an ITeZ disturbance with a maximum circu-
lation at 800-950 mb will often become a tropical cyclone. For predic-
tion purposes it is of interest to note that the favorable genesis 
characteristic may often be present several days before any significant 
intensification occurs. 
6.3 Relative Vorticity 
This investigation has identified the greater low-level relative 
vorticity of pre-typhoon clusters. Yanai (1961a) identified a deep, 
broad-scale vorticity convergence as an important initial requirement 
for tropical cyclone formation. A low-level (or doldrum) trough condi-
tion which is characterized by a sharper north-south zonal shearing flow 
than normal is most favorable for genesis. A strengthening of the monsoon 
trough in the lower levels results in increased low-level vorticity and 
warm-core structure. 
In the TIliddle troposphere non-developing and pre-typhoon clusters 
have very similar relative vorticity. However, in the upper troposphere 
where relative vorticity is negative, there are significant differences. 
The pre-typhoon clusters have significantly more negative relative 
vorticity both within the cluster and in its surrounding region. 
Riehl (1948) viewed tropical cyclone genesis as a result of the 
proper superposition of upper tropospheric systems and waves in the 
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low-level easterlies. There could be in his scheme relative motion 
between the upper and lower level systems. Several studies (Alaka, 
1962; Fett, 1966; Co16n and Nightingale, 1963; and Sadler, 1967a, 1967b, 
1974) stress cyclone formation as it relates to particular patterns 
in the upper troposphere. The composited data of this study supports 
these findings to the extent that significant differences in mean 
relative vorticity between pre-typhoon and non-developing clusters 
in the upper troposphere are noted. However, specific transient wind and 
height patterns such as a trough in the westerlies cannot easily be iden-
tified with composited data. 
7. SUMMARY 
Several maj or facts about rTCZ pre-typhoon cloud clustE!rs have been 
established by this investigation. Many of these reinforce the findings 
and conclusions of previous studies. 
1) Pre-typhoon cloud clusters are located in regions with 
mean low-level relative vorticity in the vicinity of the 
cluster approximately twice as large as that observed with 
non-developing cloud clusters. 
2) The mean vertical motion is about 2S% greater with pre-
typhoon clusters than with non-developing clusters when 
measured within a large (80 diameter) region centered 
on the clusters. 
3) The cold-core structure in the SOO-800 mb layer, character-
istic of non-developing cloud clusters, is not present 
with pre-typhoon cloud clusters. This feature is further 
substantiated by the. tangential wind and relative vorticity 
data. The pre-typhoon clusters have a vorticity maximum 
just above the boundary layer as opposed to a maximum in 
the middle troposphere with non-developing cloud clusters. 
4) In the mean, non-developing clusters exist in regions with 
larger vertical shear of the mean zonal wind. As a result, 
the ventilation integrated through the troposphere is greater 
with non-developing clusters than with pre-typhoon clusters. 
This inhibits some of the sensible and latent heat accumula-
tion which is favorable for tropical cyclone formation. 
S) The outflow in the lS0-2S0 mb layer is more anticyclonic with 
pre-typhoon cloud clusters than with non-developing clusters. 
The resultant greater export of negative relative angular 
momentum has the net effect of importing more positive 
momentum. This feature, in addition to the differences in low-
level relative vorticity, allows significantly greater magni-
tudes of relative angular momentum to be imported into the 
pre-typhoon cluster region compared with the non-developing 
cluster. 
6) Mean lapse rates and potential buoyancy are very similar for 
both classes of systems. 
It should be stressed that all of the above differences between pre-
typhoon and non-developing cloud clusters were noted at a time well 
before any significant intensification of the pre-typhoon cluster. The 
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obselved surface wind speeds averaged less than 5 m/sec in the immediate 
area of both the non-developing cluster and the pre-typhoon cluster. 
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8. THE ROLE OF FRICTIONAL CONVERGENCE IN TROPICAL CYCLONE GENESIS 
BY William M. Gray and John McBride 
8.1 Numerical Modeling of Tropical Cyclone Formation 
The aspect of typhoon formation which is least understood is that 
of how the weak precursor cyclone extending through most of the tropo-
-6 -1 sphere (with vorticity ~ 50-100 x 10 sec ) is formed from a weak open-
wave disturbance with initial low level vorticity of only 10-15 x 10-6 
-1 
sec This very early stage in the typhoon formation process is termed 
'cyclone genesis'. By contrast, the question of 'cyclone intensification' 
or growth of an already formed deep tropospheric cyclone is much better 
understood. 
Follo"ring the initial studies of Charney and Eliassen {l964) and 
Kuo (1965), several numerical modelers have simulated the intensification 
process of an already specified tropical cyclone which extends through 
the depth of the troposphere. These modeling efforts have been primarily 
directed towards obtaining realistic simulations of tropica:L cyclone 
growth rates from existing cyclones whose inner 100-200 km radius vorticity 
is of an order of magnitude larger than that of the typical pre-cyclone 
disturbance dealt with in the current study. In Table 10 the strengths 
of the circulations from which typhoons develop are shown. This is 
compared with Table 11 which shows the initial cyclone strengths assumed 
by modelers. 
The cyclone models are based on the theory of ~onditional .!nstability 
of the Second Kind first formulated by Charney and Eliassen (1964) and 
Ooyama (1964). The CISK theory is one of self-amplification of the dis'" 
turbance through the mechanism of boundary layer convergence being com-
pensated by upward pumping of moist air. This results in the release 
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TABLE 10 
Tangential Wind vs. Radius and Relative Vorticity for 
Various Stages of Tropical Cyclone Intensification 
Data 
Non-developing 
cluster (Stage 00) 
Non-developing 
cluster (Stage 0) 
Pre-typhoon 
cluster (Stage 2) 
Intensifying 
Tropical Depres-
sion (Stage 4) 
Mean assumed 





(900 mb or 
top of PBL) 


























Based on the numerical models listed in Table 11, excluding Carrier, 
(1971) . 
of latent heat, a consequent fall in surface pressure and enhancement 
of the surface convergence. 
The theory explains well the intensification of an already developed 
cyclone. Cyclones of the strengths and vertical depths initially as-
sumed by most modelers, however, are rare. About two-thirds of all 
cyclones of such intensity reach typhoon strength. The processes 
responsible for formation of the initial cyclone from which the modelers 
start their integrations have yet to be elucidated. 
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Table 11 
Summary of Recent Numerical Modeling Papers on Hurricane Development 
and Their Assumed Initial Cyclone Strengths 
Modelers Assumed Initial Max-
imum Wind Velocity 














Rosenthal 7 m/sec, 
(1970) 
Sundquist 15 m/sec, 
(1970) 
Carrier 21 m/sec, 
(1971) 
Anthes, et a1. 18 m/sec, 
(1971a,1971b) 
Anthes 18 m/ sec, 
(1972) 
Mathur 15 m/sec, 
(1972) 
Harrison ~10 m/sec, 
(1973) 


































17 m/sec, ~100-150 km ~200 Real Vortex 
Typical pre-cyclone cloud cluster ~10-15 
* Estimated from initial height field 
.--
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8.2 Frictional Induced Boundary Layer Convergence 
Figure 37 shows the vertical profiles of divergence for the non-
developing clusters and for all stages of typhoon development. The 
deep inflow up through 400 mb in the early stages means that in 
these stages, only a small fraction of the mass converging into the 
cluster is frictionally forced. This observation is made quantitative 
by the following simple calculation of the magnitude of the frictionally 
inducE~d convergence. 
Gray (1972) and Gray and Mendenhall (1974) statistically analyzed 
pibal and rawinsonde wind data over the tropical oceans. They showed 
that, after the thermal wind effect had been eliminated from the data, 
the typical veering of the surface wind relative to the wind at the top 
of the boundary layer is about 120. It is assumed that this veering 
is due to mechanical frictional processes. (It is emphasized that the 
veering angle referred to is that between the surface wind and the wind 
at the top of the layer of frictional influence. It is not the angle 
between the surface wind and the surface isobars. In the tropics the 
latter angle may be much larger.) 
Gray (1972) observed also that over the tropical oceans the de-
crease of wind speed with depth in the boundary layer is small. This 
is demonstrated in Fig. 38. 
In Fig. 39 a schematic of the wind at the top of the boundary 
layer at a distance R from the center of the cluster is shown. From 
the figure it is seen that the convergence at the top of the boundary 
layer is equal to tan S times the vorticity. If it is assumed that 
the tangential wind maintains its strength through the boundary layer, .. 
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j~. 38. Variation of wind speed in the lowest 2 km - from Gray (1972), 
V= Wind at top of Planetary 
Boundary Loyer (P.B.LJ 
f3 = Inflow angle at top of P.B.l. 
Vr = Tangential wind = Vcos (j 
VR = Radial wind = Vsin /3 
Fig. 39. Schematic depiction of the wind field at the to~ of the 
boundary layer at the radius R. By Stokes' theorem, the 
vorticity averaged over the circle = 2 V~/R = ~;. By Gauss' 
theorem, the convergence averaged over tne circle 
= 2 VR /R = tan S . 2 VT/R = tan S . ~T • 
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of the wind, then the convergence at the surface is equal to tan 
(s + 120 ) • ~T' Thus, if the veering vaties linearly with height, 
the average convergence in the boundary layer is ~~T (tan S + tan (S + 
12 0 )). Defining C
F 
as the additional convergence due to the fiictional 
turning of the wind: 
calculated boundary layer 
convergence 
convergence at the top of the 
boundary layer 
CF k~ 2 T (tan S + tan (S + 12
0 »)- 1';T tan S 
% ~"Z - T tan 12
0 
CF % 1/10 "ZT (1) 
Equation (1) is only approximate. More detailed calculations in-
volving assumed wind speed prQfiles and veering angle profiles have 
shown, however, that the approximation is quite good. 
Assuming that the planetary boundary layer extends to 850 mb, 
Table 12 was constructed using equation (1) and the measured convergences 
shown in Fig. 37. 
From the table it is seen that frictional convergence, as here' 
defined CF , is not the dominant mechanism importing mass into the develop-
ing tropical cyclone. CF makes up only 40% of the observed surface to 
850 mb mass convergence for both the pre-typhoon and the non-developing 
cluster data sets. From the intensifying tropical storm stage (stage'4) 
d C t f 70% f h 1 b d 1 onwar s, F accoun s or 0 t e tota oun ary ayer convergence. 
At this stage the boundary layer convergence accounts for ~ of the total 
mass inflow. 
TABLE 12 
Observed mass convergence and calculated frictional convergence in gm/cm2 day-1 for different stages of 
typhoon formation. 
o 2-1 CONVERGENCE 0 to 4 (gm/cm day ) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Data Observed Observed l/lO'ZT l/lO'ZT l/lO'ZT 
Convergence Convergence 
sfc to 300 mb sfc to 850 mb Observed sfc-8S0 Observed sfc-300 
----
Stage 00 105 30 11 .4 
Stage 0 115 30 12 .4 
Stage 1 140 65 25 .4 
Stage 2 180 75 33 .4 
Stage 3 200 75 47 .6 
Stage 4 200 90 59 • 7 
Stage 5 125 90 62 . 7 
Stage 6 215 130 89 .7 
The first column is the total observed convergence to 300 mb 
The second column is the observed convergence from the surface to 850 mb 
The third column is the calculated convergence due to frictional veering = CF 
The fourth column is the ratio of CF to the actual boundary layer convergence 
























It should be noted from the last column of the table that in 
all stages of development there is a large amount of down gradient flow 
above the boundary layer. Even in the stage 6 (typhoon) data set 40% 
of the mass inflow occurs above 850 millibars. 
8.3 Role of Radiation in the Maintenance of Tropical Weather Systems 
The primary energy source for tropical storms is the release of 
latent heat. The magnitude of the sensible temperature warming associa-
ted with latent heat release in a weaker system such as the pre-typhoon 
cluster, however, is very small. The condensation energy release is 
directly tied to upward vertical motion. It typically does not bring 
about direct environmental sensible temperature gains but goes primarily 
into potential energy gains (Gray, 1973). The troposphere experiences 
warming due to condensation only as a consequence of compensating dry 
adiabatic sinking motion (Lopez, 1973). Much of this compensating sink-
ing motion occurs at locations removed from the cloud areas. The sub-
sidence warming occurring within the tropical disturbance is largely 
expended in balancing the cloud region liquid water reevaporation due 
to cloud detrainment. Williams and Gray (1973) and Ruprecht and Gray 
(1976) have demonstrated that the direct influence of the typical 4_5 0 
diameter cluster condensation (equivalent to 1000-1500 calories/cm
2 
per 
day) on cluster sensible temperature change is nearly zero. Thus, it 
is unlikely that condensation energy gain is the primary source of the 
pressure gradients associated with the inflow at all levels from the 
surface to 400 millibars. 
In section 5 it was shown that the ventilation or movement of air 
through the cluster is small (~ 1 m/sec in the lower and middle tropo-
sphere for the Stage 2 cluster). In addition, horizontal relative 
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vorticity gradients are small. Thus it is felt that vorticity advection 
cannot be the primary cause of the observed divergence profile. 
Jacobson and Gray (1976) proposed that the deep tropospheric con-
vergence is maintained by the differences in the radiative cooling pro-
files of the thick cirrus-shield covered cluster and the surrounding 
clear area. Using composited rawinsonde data and rainfall data from 
tropical Pacific atolls and small islands, they demonstrated that both 
the cluster convergence and the associated rainfall undergo a si~1ificant 
diurnal variation. The phase and magnitude of the variation agree well 
with that expected from radiational forcing. 
As shown in Fig. 37, the deep convergence is maintained through 
all stages of cyclone formation. If the system - versus - environment 
radiation differences are fundamental to the maintenance of this con-
vergence profile, this source of available potential energy must be 
incorporated into future theoretical and modelling studies of cyclone 
genesis. 
8.4 Summary 
Although it is believed that cloud-cluster vs. cloud-cluster en-
vironment radiation differences are fundamental to tropical disturbance 
structure-maintenance and cyclone genesis, these relative radiation in-
fluences by themselves will probably not well distinguish (because of 
similar cloud cluster cirrus shields) between intensifying and non-
intensifying systems. Differences in ventilation, low-level vorticity, 
outflow, etc. (as have been shown) are likely to be the major cluster 
genesis distinguishing features and not radiation. Of course, relative 
radiation differences cannot be used to explain cluste~ initiation. 
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Here the more mechanical mechanisms of baro-tropic baroclinic instability, 
etc. or other more purely dynamical processes must be responsible. It 
is likely that frictional effects are important in this pre-cluster stage. 
Nevertheless, relative radiational differences should be important to 
the realistic modeling of cloud cluster maintenance and of cyclone genesis. 
Pre-cyclone disturbances typically exist for 2-4 days in a dormant pre-
intensification stage. These systems probably could not maintain their 
deep inflow patterns during this long a period against the inhibiting 
influences of horizontal temperature-moisture ventilation, divergence, 
etc. unless cluster and surrounding radiation differences were not con-
tinually acting to maintain the system's deep transverse circulation. 
It is predicted that realistic future numerical modeling of the cloud 
cluster will require that these radiational influences be included. How 
can the cyclone genesis process be correctly modeled if the deep inflow 
of the precursor system is not also properly incorporated? 
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